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Amongst other things, this issue provides a recap of the positive effects and

benefits of the investigations and tests that insurers carry out on motor vehicles

as the subject of insurance. It is not just a matter of assessing the real

expectations of repair costs and thereby establishing a technical basis for

setting the premiums for the relevant covers. The experiments carried out in

vehicle research centres make sound contributions to road safety and to what

has become known as tertiary safety, defined as the location and rescue of

victims of road accidents. In an excellent article, Ignacio Juárez, the Managing

Director of CESVIMAP (MAPFRE’s Centre for Experimentation and Road Safety)

in Ávila, brings the most advanced and up-to-date international perspective

in this field.

The Turkish insurance market is in an interesting phase, with tried-and-tested

insurance protection schemes being incorporated into the management of

both traditional risks and its big earning assets. After almost four years of

operation, the Pool for the integrated agricultural risk management -TARSIM-

is demonstrating that the previous experience of farming insurance in Turkey

will be overcome and the question marks it raised resolved. Its General

Manager, Bulent Bora, explains how the use of new technologies and a sound

technical basis are favouring sustained growth of both the area insured and

the covers available.

Credit insurance tends to be a good “thermometer” of the world’s economic

and financial health. At the end of 2008, the Spanish market for this class of

business detected restrictions in reinsurance capacity and, as in other European

countries, looked for a temporary solution in the public sector. In the course

of the interview published in this Issue, Ignacio Machetti, General Manager

of the Consorcio de Compensación de Seguros, speaks about the actions that

ensured the continuity of credit insurance in Spain in difficult times. He also

opens up a hopeful horizon in this environment of crisis by pointing out that

the intervention of the body that he manages is gradually becoming less

necessary where reinsurance of the credit class of business is concerned.

To look at the East is to look at the dawn. This is the view that emerges from

the information and opinions of Enrique Clemente III, President and CEO of

MAPFRE Insular in the Philippines. Conscious of the insurance market’s

exposure to financial crises following the situation created in 1997, which has

now been overcome, the various Asian markets are responding and adapting

to the new global economic order. The situation is especially interesting in the

Philippines, as this is a country with high exposure to natural hazards. When

such risks occur, careful coordination from the insurance, scientific and

assistance points of view is required, as became apparent following tropical

storm Ketsana, which passed across the archipelago in September 2009.
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Another way of reducing the cost of motoring

in our society

Ignacio Juárez
General Manager CESVIMAP- Ávila (Spain)

 4 /    54 / 2010
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It is almost 40 years now since a
number of motor insurance
companies began to share their
concerns about the trend in the cost
of motor claims, especially those
involving material damage. From the
exchange of their respective
experiences, there was one thing on
which they agreed: the more they
knew about the vehicles, the easier
it was to establish true expectations
of cost. In short, knowing about the
insured risk, the vehicle and its
circumstances, its use and the driver,
allowed the business to be managed
more appropriately.

Technician working at CESVIMAP in Ávila
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Ever since, there has been a succession of

initiatives promoted by the world’s most im-

portant insurers, gathering information about

vehicles which could be useful to them. This

has led to the current situation in which we

have vehicle research centres promoted and

owned by insurance companies. These are

generally established in countries with a

powerful automotive industry and an insuran-

ce sector that is equally strong or profoundly

aware of an almost axiomatic principle: the

more you know about a subject –in this case,

motor insurance business– the more easily

you can control and manage it.

This idea, which can generally be considered

to be the common denominator of such cen-

tres, has many different nuances and orien-

tations in order to adapt to the special cha-

racteristics of each insurance market. For

example, if in a particular country concern

about controlling costs is more important in

the area of material damage caused by colli-

sions, this will be the area in which the centre

or centres established there will work, whe-

reas in others the focus will be on theft or

personal injury. The concept is the same:

investigate in order to know – although im-

plementation of the idea may be different.

At the world level, there are many initiatives

promoted by public administrations or by

vehicles and its components’ manufacturers,

but the centres promoted by insurance com-

panies have their own special features, and

the most important are grouped in the Re-
search Council for Automobile Repair, RCAR,

(www.rcar.org), made up of 24 centres in 19

countries, six of them thanks to the impetus

provided by MAPFRE (Spain, Argentina, Brazil,

Colombia, France and Mexico).

Pricing

Although the insurers’ initial intention was

to learn about the characteristics of claims

costs –what we might call “motor insurance

after-sales”– today they have also given their

research centres the job of obtaining infor-

mation that allows them to start out from a

technical basis in order to set the price of

insurance.

Work in this field is very varied, given that it

is necessary to take account of:

The particular features of the different types

of vehicles (private cars, motorbikes, mo-

peds, lorries and commercial vehicles, bu-

ses, tractors, agricultural machinery).

The cover offered by the insurers (own da-

mage, theft, third-party liability losses,

whether involving persons or material as-

sets, breakdowns, maintenance).

Based on these criteria, the vehicles are

studied in order to know how they are cons-

tructed:

Design and configuration of structures and

materials (steel, aluminium, plastics, glass,

fibres, rubber).

The more one knows

about the vehicles,

the easier it is to

establish true

expectations of cost

Paint-spraying gun
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Systems for joining the different parts

(screws, welds, adhesives, bolts, clips).

Equipment (operating equipment, active and

passive safety equipment, anti-theft equip-

ment).

It is also interesting to know how they perform

under different conditions of use, mainly when

the expected risks to which they are exposed

materialise: collision, fire, breakdown or

flooding, for example. And if it has not been

possible to prevent the risk from materiali-

sing, it is then necessary to investigate reco-

very of the property (the motor vehicle) or of

the damage caused (i.e. its repair).

The diverse purposes and tasks involved

mean that research centres first need to

study vehicles as if they were making an

anatomical study and then analyse their be-

haviour when subjected to impact, attempted

theft, fire and flood, amongst other tests. The

most paradigmatic example revolves around

controlled-speed crash tests. A detailed

analysis of the structure, materials and sys-

tems for joining parts is previously carried

out. The crash test reveals their behaviour,

the repairs subsequently required, the degree

of difficulty and their cost. This final aspect

means that researchers also have to study

repair methods, equipment and products.

All this research work gives rise to very im-

portant conclusions for insurers. If we conti-

nue with the example of the crash test, it

becomes clear from the information obtained

that sometimes vehicles in the same segment

which are outwardly very similar and also

similarly priced are not damaged in the same

“Motor insurance

after-sales”

includes the services

that the insureds

have to receive,

depending on the

coverage and the

conditions agreed in

the insurance

contract

  54 / 2010 / 7

Preparing a vehicle for a crash test
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way and do not cost the same to repair. From

an actuarial point of view, and disregarding

other determining factors such as the use

the driver makes of the vehicle, this informa-

tion would lead us to suppose that the price

of own-damage insurance ought to be diffe-

rent, given that the risks involved are diffe-

rent. In short, it would form the basis for

classifying or rating vehicles, based on the

potential risk that the insurers are assuming.

However, the work of the research centres

does not stop there. Their experiences are

very valuable to vehicle manufacturers, to

whom they suggest construction and repair

solutions which improve the performance

of their models and make them easier to

repair. The research centres grouped toge-

ther in the RCAR have established different

types of crash tests which allow them to

exchange the results of the tests that they

carry out and, based on those results, to

establish communication strategies with

vehicle makers so that they in turn may

consider their construction and repair

suggestions.

Motor insurance after-sales

Under this heading we could include the ser-

vices that insurers have to provide to their

customers, depending on the coverage and

the conditions agreed in the insurance con-

tract. In the case of motor vehicles, after-

sales services arise when the risks covered

under the contract materialise and affect the

persons or the property insured – usually

referred to as personal injury (injuries, inca-

pacity or other consequences, and also death)

and material damage (collision damage, fire,

theft, roadside assistance, breakdowns, main-

tenance), respectively.

In the case of personal injury, the research

centres’ work focuses on studying the diffe-

rent types of accidents and the consequences

that these may have for the occupants of the

vehicles involved and for other road users.

This field of action is closely associated with

the two most common types of road safety –

active and passive. The first leads to the study

of structural elements and equipment

designed to prevent accidents (anti-lock bra-

king systems, stability control systems, lane-

drift warning systems, collision warnings).

The second tries to reduce the consequences

for people, once an accident occurs, by stu-

dying materials and structures in order to

ascertain whether their behaviour in collisions

allows them to absorb the energy released,

so that it does not become a threat to people’s

personal safety. This would include restraint

We are talking about

reducing the cost

that the motoring

phenomenon has in

our societies

8 /    54 / 2010

Repairing a car body part
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A case of success which should be permanently reinventing itself

The case of CESVIMAP

MAPFRE’s Centre for Experimentation and Road Safety, CESVIMAP, was the first of the

centres set up by MAPFRE, in 1983. Centres in Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, France and

Mexico were created in its image and with its support – all of them integrated into the

Research Council for Automobile Research (RCAR). By way of example, the activities that

they carry out are apparent from the following services:

Structural and vehicle repairability analyses. Crash tests.

Classification or rating of vehicles for the purpose of calculating insurance prices.

Study of repair methods, equipment and products.

Ascertainment of the time needed for replacement, repair and painting and of the painting

materials required, in order to assess the cost of repairs.

Study and diagnosis of electromechanical components.

Reports for the reconstruction of road accidents when it is difficult to determine respon-

sibility.

Advice on the design and management of repair shops. Auditing and programmes for

improving the quality of repair shops.

Classroom and online training Creation of specific training plans for every need.

Courses for adjusters and repair shop employees, with or without experience.

Online publications (CESVITECA) Books and technical monographs Videos.

Repair-shop management software: Spiga+.

Technical support with road safety campaigns.

Throughout its history, CESVIMAP has

undergone changes in its functional and

operational structure in order to give

consistency to its research task. For

example, it set up and managed repair

shops and workshops specialising in the

repair of the plastics used in vehicles; it

also managed the creation of the rest of

the Centres and helped with their start-up.

It currently has an innovative centre for

dealing with vehicles considered to be a

total loss –CESVI RECAMBIOS– in which

reusable parts are recovered and the po-

tential for pollution is eliminated.

By definition, CESVIMAP and the rest of the

centres are flexible, adaptable structures

capable of responding quickly and reliably

to the needs of insurance companies and

other related sectors: vehicle manufactu-

rers, repair shops, makers of repair equi-

pment and products. It is therefore very

difficult to get a snapshot of its activities.

They have to be permanently reinvented.

  54 / 2010 / 9

CESVIMAP's headquarters in Ávila (Spain)
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systems (inertia reels and safety belts, active

headrests and seats, airbags) and studies of

the harmfulness of the shapes and materials

used for the inside and outside coverings of

vehicles, in order to avoid their capacity to

cause injury to occupants, pedestrians and

other road users. The bodywork itself is also

considered to be a passive safety element,

given that the manufacturer has planned how

it should deform in the event of a collision in

order to prevent or reduce damage. Conse-

quently, its design and configuration and the

materials from which it is made are not the

result of chance.

Some centres are also getting into what is

known as “tertiary safety”, the aim of which

is to locate and rescue victims of road acci-

dents, based on new communication techno-

logies. This also enables stolen vehicles to

be located and recovered.

Where research into material damage is con-

cerned, the work centres on aspects of a

vehicle’s repairability in the face of possible

collision, flooding, breakdown, fire or theft.

For example, in the case of collision damage,

crash tests form the basis for ascertaining

repairability. Studying the methods, equip-

ment and products needed for repair makes

it possible to determine the times for repla-

cement, repair and painting, as well as the

cost of materials: spare parts, paint products

and various consumables. In this way, many

of the research centres obtain repair me-

thods, as well as tables of the time and ma-

terials needed for repair and painting.

Closing the circle

The job of these centres is not confined purely

to research and experimentation but also

involves communicating the results of their

work to those with an interest in these matters

and, through them, to society as a whole.

Firstly, to the insurance companies that crea-

ted them, in order to meet their need for

technical information. And then to other very

different groups: doctors, lawyers, engineers,

vehicle and vehicle component manufacturers,

adjusters, repair shops, makers of repair

equipment and products, professional training

instructors and public institutions, to name

but a few.

The research work, which often goes unnoti-

ced, acquires all its relevance from the

centres’ informative task, through training

The research work,

which often goes

unnoticed, acquires

all its relevance

from the centres’

informative task,

through training

activities and

publications

Crash test to ascertain the damage a vehicle suffers

X-ray analysis of materials
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activities and publications. This function is as

diverse and disparate as the many research

fields in which the centres work, or as hete-

rogeneous as the various groups who are

interested in the results of their experimental

work. But the objectives can only be met in

the following way:

 If the insurer has in-depth knowledge of

the vehicle before insuring it, he will be

able to set a price for the insurance that is

commensurate with the risk involved.

If he knows how the vehicle is damaged

and repaired, he will be able to make an

accurate estimate of how much it will cost

to repair.

If he knows how to protect the vehicle

against theft and how to locate it, he will

be able to reduce the frequency of theft and

increase the rate of recovery.

If the vehicle manufacturer knows the in-

surance companies’ criteria with respect

to his models, he will be able to define his

strategies in this respect.

If the results obtained from vehicle repai-

rability studies are passed on to adjusters

and repair shops, these will have common

knowledge to facilitate their understanding.

And there are a lot more cases like this.

Final impact on society

At first sight, the importance of all this for

the man in the street appears imperceptible,

and yet this is not so. If all the work done in

the centres is used for the better manage-

ment of insurance business, it will translate

(excuse the simplification) into reduced clai-

ms costs, since it will have contributed to

improved road safety and vehicle repairability.

This will therefore lead to a reduction in the

price of insurance.

Who can be indifferent to all this? We are

talking about preventing or reducing the num-

ber of accidents, the seriousness of injuries

and the cost of repairs – in short, reducing

the cost that the motoring phenomenon has

in our societies. In this way, the private interest

that led insurers to create research centres

has ended up becoming a socially important

activity which they perhaps never imagined

when they took that decision.

  54 / 2010 / 11

Advantages for an insurance company of having a motor vehicle

research centre

Processes, management, costs.

Better knowledge of the insured risk.

Assessments of adjusted losses.

Better management of claims costs.

Service.

Customer loyalty as a result of being able to offer a better service.

Good relations with suppliers: repair shops, roadside assistance

services.

Image, relations.

With customers, with suppliers, with vehicle and vehicle compo-

nent manufacturers, and with makers of repair equipment and

products.

Social prestige.
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Subsidised agricultural insurance in

Turkey (TARSIM)

Bulent Bora
General Manager of TARSIM. Turkey

12 /    54 / 2010
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History

Traditional agricultural insurance began in

Turkey in 1957. Although Turkey’s rural po-

pulation accounts for a large percentage of

the total population, only 0.5% of agricultural

areas in Turkey were insured before TARSIM

came into being. Today, TARSIM provides crop

and livestock insurance.

Two programmes were available to help crop

producers recover from the financial effects

of natural disasters and protect them from

unavoidable risks associated with adverse

weather:

1. Government Aid Programme: After catas-

trophic events, the Government made fi-

nancial assistance available to farmers on

an ad-hoc basis, primarily as direct crop

disaster payments and emergency lives-

tock assistance.

2. Private insurers: In defence of their legiti-

mate interests, these tended to insure only

low-risk customers or customers with very

specific risks, as there was extensive in-

formation and experience regarding the

effect of such risks.

The situation in the past was highly unstable

and cannot serve as an effective platform for

further development. It represented conside-

rable risk for the insurance companies, a

source of confusion to producers and was

inaccurately priced.

Moreover, the entire system was based on

limited data, inadequate actuarial expertise,

a lack of transparency, and also under-funded

research, coordination and monitoring.

These approaches and the long delay in allo-

To buy a TARSIM

policy, it is sufficient

to provide a citizen

identity number

Vineyards in the province of Aydin
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cating resources to farmers showed these

measures to be rather inefficient and inappro-

priate as the only instrument for meeting

farmers’ needs. Insurance was considered a

promising solution for the future, with a busi-

ness model based on fulfilling obligations from

insurance contracts on a sustainable basis.

The “Agricultural Insurance Act” was finally

passed on 14 June 2005 after several unsuc-

cessful attempts to establish an agricultural

insurance system which allowed public-private

partnerships in Turkey’s agricultural insurance

sector.

Building understanding among key interested

parties

Agricultural insurance systems have been

established in a number of countries around

the world, albeit that some have proved more

effective than others. Turkey has adopted a

very similar system to the Spanish manage-

ment structure, which allows those involved

to cooperate on an effective platform in order

to further develop the system defining risk

management responsibilities. It meets all the

following requirements:

Mechanisms for public-private dialogue.

Continuous updating using the contents of

agendas.

Development of policy tools for dialogue

with the Government.

It includes excellent partnership incentives

to ensure that any problems arising in the

system are promptly remedied.

In this context, the Agricultural Insurance

Pool has been devised as a “public-private

partnership” and has two management bo-

dies:

1. The Management Committee: the Pool’s

Board of Directors

The Management Committee lays down

procedures and principles for the operation

of agricultural insurance to compensate

farmers for losses in their agricultural

activities arising from natural hazards.

2. Managing Company:

TARSIM has a management entity, establis-

hed as a private corporation by insurance

companies writing agricultural business,

to carry out all the tasks of the Pool within

the scope of the Act. TARSIM is currently

made up of 22 insurance companies licen-

Civil Societies

Undersecretariat
of The Treasury

Ministry of Agriculture
and Rural Affairs

Union of the Turkey
Chambers of Agriculture

Asociation of the Insurance
and Reinsurance Companies

of Turkey

Management board of the pool

Agricultural Insurance Pool

Managing Company

Government

Insurance Companies

TARSIM organisation chart

 14 /    54 / 2010

Turkish farmers are

our masters and

partners
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sed to transact agricultural insurance. All

insurance companies licensed to write

agricultural insurance have equal shares

in the managing company.

We call our system TARSIM, which refers to

integrated agricultural risk management as

per the above organisation chart.

Risk transfer mechanism

All premium is collected by the individual

insurance companies, and the total risk is

transferred to the Pool.

The Pool is authorised to retrocede risks

to insurance companies (voluntarily parti-

cipation).

To contribute to the development and

generalisation of agricultural insurance.

To provide standard insurance contracts

covering the risks falling within the sco-

pe of the Act.

To centralise and standardise loss ad-

justment activities.

To have claims processed quickly and

paid fairly by a central entity.

To lay down procedures and principles

for the operation of agricultural insu-

rance.

To provide insurance coverage for ca-

tastrophe risks like drought, frost, etc.

that could overwhelm an individual in-

surance company.

To expand reinsurance capacity and

coverage by introducing incentives for

participation in reinsurance.

To make effective, joint use of insurance

companies’ information, human and

financial resources.

To make effective use of Government

subsidies and the Government’s Catas-

trophe Stop Loss protection.

To prevent unfair price competition.

To encourage participation in insurance.

Government

Subsidy

TARSIM

(Pool)

Indemnifications

Insurance
Companies

Reinsurance
Companies

Retrosession

Premiums Reinsurance
Agreement

Farmers

  54 / 2010 / 15

TARSIM

Premiums

We have made the following commitments:
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Where retrocession does not take place, rein-

surance cover through domestic and interna-

tional reinsurance companies is required.

As a last resort, if the reinsurance cover

provided by domestic and international

reinsurance markets is insufficient, the

Government will provide Catastrophe Stop

Loss protection.

Current situation

The levels of risk vary considerably from one

region to the next, from one type of farm to

the next, and from small to large farms, due

to the different topography and climatic con-

ditions found in different parts of Turkey. The

development of agricultural insurance in each

country is linked to farmers’ needs. Designing

an acceptable new crop insurance scheme

is a fine art that involves jointly analysing all

available local data (yield, climatic conditions,

affordable prices for cover).

Otherwise, weaknesses in underwriting gui-

delines may adversely affect the economic

basis of TARSIM, or farmers may not be able

to afford the cover. This could affect TARSIM’s

ability to meet its obligations to farmers,

which in turn could severely erode confidence

and cause instability in the first few years of

TARSIM’s existence.

Farmers

Loss notification

Agencies

Loss notification alert
message from web based
system of TARSIM

TARSIM web
based system

TARSIM

Loss adjuster
assignment

Loss notification
via SMS

Loss adjuster
assigment by
TARSIM system

Loss adjuster

Banks
Loss payment

TARSIM

TARSIM

Report review and
approval

Loss reports log in

TARSIM

TARSIM

Loss adjutment activity

Indemnification
Calculation

 16 /    54 / 2010

Growing organic apricots in the village of Kirazli

The “Agricultural

Insurance Act” was

finally passed on 14

June 2005

Operating agricultural insurance in Turkey
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Since the outset, TARSIM has therefore given

great weight to actuarial conditions in deter-

mining its strategy. In order to implement

this policy,

Available data compiled by insurance com-

panies and the hail insurance statistics of

altogether 6,800 villages, as well as a “Hail

Premium Tariff” based on Hail Risk Zones

and “Crop Hail Sensitivity Classes” per

village, have been revised.

Phenological stages of fruit varieties and

meteorological data have been correlated

on village basis. A “Frost Premium Tariff”

and Frost Risk Zones have been set up

based on this correlation.

For Storm Risk Zones, long-term wind

speed and meteorological data have been

analysed and a “Storm Premium Tariff” has

been established.

For Flood Risk Zones, records from the

Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Affairs

and the Public Waterworks Administration

covering more than 30 years have been

compiled and analysed.

The above tariffs mean that Hail, Flood,

Storm, Whirlwind, Fire, Earthquake, Lands-

lide and the Frost risk for fruits, all of which

have a direct  systemic impact on the eco-

nomic activities of the rural sector in general

and on the agriculture sector in particular,

can be covered all over Turkey under the

Crop and Greenhouse insurance lines of

business.

In addition, any kind of registered animals

which are raised for commercial purposes

are covered by TARSIM against all risks ex-

cept epidemic diseases.

Consistent operating standards

Loss adjustment activities

Where agricultural insurances claims are

concerned, TARSIM’s own business activi-

ties and the insurance sector’s traditional

loss adjustment activities have been inte-

grated and are now carried out by TARSIM.

The previous patchwork of loss adjustment
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Greenhouses in the province of Antalya
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activities has been centralised by imple-

menting improved and better-organized

loss adjustment activities.

In insurance business, it is generally the

case that where indemnity payments are

slow to reach policyholders and costly to

administer this will deter farmers from

buying the insurance. TARSIM can overcome

such difficulties by making use of its own

Web-based system.

Obligatory use of IT systems

Information is vital for assessing and eva-

luating risk but tends to be expensive to

obtain, process and analyse. When our un-

derwriting principles are examined more

closely, it becomes clear that rapid, easy

access to reliable data is key to TARSIM’s

business. Information is the oxygen of

TARSIM’s business. Our IT system allows

us to collect, store, sort, distribute and use

information anywhere in Turkey that has

an Internet connection.

The flexible Web system provides full and

up-to-date information about the way we

deal with agricultural insurance business

and claims organisation. Our Web system

allows us to review our operations, policies,

and projects to identify any needs and re-

quirements of farmers that may be enhan-

ced by a different approach or that may

warrant being abandoned altogether. It also

illustrates how we actually put the principle

of standardisation into practice.

Moreover, one of the important conditions

for improving the system, especially when

considering their introduction in Turkey, is

suitable technology that will allow the mo-

nitoring and collection of data to become

more reliable, efficient, and accurate.

One example of a technological innovation

is the Web-based interactive system.

Its benefits:

Accessible anytime from anywhere via

Internet connection.

Information is available in real time.

Immediate processing.

Compatible with Office tools, does not

require complex software products.

Adaptable to changes in insurance un-

derwriting conditions.

Better control and more comfort.

Information can be shared among diverse

platforms.

Functions for tariffs, underwriting, docu-

ment production, claims processing, re-

porting and accounting are managed for

insurance companies, brokers and agents.

Implementation of new lines of business

is done through flexible tools available

within the system.

Farmers’ information is checked through

the National Farmer Registration System

on the TARSIM Web system before any policy

is issued. To buy a TARSIM policy, it is suffi-

cient to provide a citizen identity number.

All policies are stored in the TARSIM data-

base. The data can be transmitted from

TARSIM HQ to insurance companies in real

time or later.

The vast majority of paper-based reports,

policies and other paper documents are

scanned and turned into electronic, editable

files in a variety of data formats to facilitate

the management of documents and records.

Success and efficiency in agricultural insu-

rance depend on a multitude of interacting

factors: economic conditions, climate change,

farmers’ behaviour, confidence and so on. In

the long run, TARSIM will get the best of our

efforts, energy, and resources from the ac-

tuarially sound premiums, plus the flexible

and reliable Web system.

As the Turkish economy grows, agriculture

will also grow and gain in economic impor-

tance. We therefore expect this to become

an even more attractive opportunity over time,

and TARSIM will be perfectly positioned to

take advantage of it.
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The development of

agricultural

insurance in each

country is linked to

farmers’ needs
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TARSIM aims to meet the full expectations

of our farmers -whom we define as our mas-

ters and partners- by making agricultural

insurance more accessible, more efficient,

and more sustainable, like a financial super-

market for farmers.
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Number of policies

Premium income (in TRY '000)

Insured value (in TRY '000)

Number of insured cattle

Insured area (da)*

Number of risk inspections and loss notifications

TARSIM’s results

2007

113,413

33,147

764,340

28,703

1,804,304

31,083

2008

134,881

50,885

1,150,088

37,193

2,293,434

44,048

2009

158,661

66,244

1,500,169

58,028

2,938,557

57,265

* 1 da (dunam)= 0.1 hectares

Spice stall in Istanbul’s market

TRY = EUR 0.464 r.o.e. 31/12/2009
TRY = EUR 0.465 r.o.e. 31/12/2008
TRY = EUR 0.582 r.o.e. 31/12/2007
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interview to

Ignacio Machetti was born in Barcelona in 1959.

He is an economist and insurance actuary.

He has been a member of the government organization for insurance

inspectors (Cuerpo de Inspectores de Seguros del Estado) since

1984.

He has held various positions in the General Manager of Insurance

and Pension Funds (DGSFP), where he was Deputy Director-General

of the Inspectorate from 1997 to 2001, and in the Insurance Com-

pensation Consortium, where he has held the post of General

Manager since January, 2001.

General Manager of the Spanish Insurance
Compensation Consortium

Ignacio Machetti
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Historically speaking, which functions has the

Insurance Compensation Consortium (CCS) de-

veloped for credit insurance?

We have passed through several different phases

in this area, all of them related to export credit

insurance (until the Reinsurance Agreement that

was launched last year). To summarize the most

important developments: between 1969 and 1970,

the CCS took direct charge of export risks

designated as "political and extraordinary" during

the period when it was handling the reinsurance

of the commercial risks as well. This business

was taken on by an entity known as the "Compañía

Española de Seguros de Crédito y Caución" "Spa-

nish Credit and Guarantee Insurance Company".

During a short period of a few months in 1970,

the CCS even took on direct responsibility for

commercial risks until the formation of CESCE

(Compañía Española de Seguros de Crédito a la

Exportación - Spanish Export Credit Insurance

Company). From 1971 onwards, CESCE took over

direct cover for all export credit risks, although

it did so for the account of the State in respect of

political risks, and it reinsured commercial risks

with the Consortium. In 1990, the Consortium

stopped reinsuring commercial risks, leaving it

with the sole function (which it still retains) of

managing funds for the purpose of export credit

insurance on behalf of the State - that is to say,

a treasury function.

It is only now that consideration has been given

to intervention by the Consortium as a reinsurer

for all types of credit insurance, including domes-

tic; this has been occasioned by the economic

crisis and only on a temporary basis.

When reinsurers came to the conclusion that

they were not prepared to continue taking losses,

why was the Insurance Compensation Consor-

tium considered as a source of assistance for

credit insurance in Spain?

When the Spanish credit insurers identified res-
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The restricted supply of credit to the economy and the disproportionate increase in the claims
burden for credit insurance have been two of the adverse consequences brought about by the
financial crisis. With regard to credit insurance, which is intended to guarantee collection of
payment when goods are sold to third parties, the insurers in this branch sought assistance
from the government through the insurance business association (UNESPA - Spanish Union
of Insurance and Reinsurance Institutions). This aid is based on a limited-term agreement
with the Insurance Compensation Consortium. In this interview, we learn about the details
of the measures adopted, while opinion suggests that the credit insurance branch is expecting
economic activity to recover in the near future.

"Credit insurance is experiencing a recovery"
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trictions in the reinsurance market at the time of

the 2009 renewals, they voiced a unanimous

request. This was triggered by the increase in

defaults due to the economic crisis. Several ini-

tiatives were emerging in Europe   specifically in

France, through the Caisse Centrale de Rèassurances
(CCR, Central Reinsurance Fund), the public reinsu-

rer; and in Spain, thoughts turned to the Consor-

tium, whose efficiency as a complement to the

private sector was already well proven.

This did not please the reinsurance market at

first, due to fears that such an intervention would

distort competition. But the market took a more

relaxed approach once the terms of the Consor-

tium's participation were laid down, including in

particular its objective of remaining neutral in

the market. Time has shown that this objective

was achieved.

Which model was followed in Europe to assist

credit insurance?

As we know, support measures have been intro-

duced in various countries but according to the

insurers, they lack the flexibility and efficiency of

the measures implemented here in Spain. The

case which has been the subject of most analysis

is that of France, where measures of this sort were

apparently proposed for individual transactions

affected by a reduction in guarantees; the CCR

provided complementary cover, offering as much

again as was guaranteed by the private insurer.

Apart from the insurance sector, which other

activities are benefiting from the measures that

have been introduced?

Generally speaking, all sectors of the economy

that avail themselves of credit insurance and use

it to guarantee that their business transactions

reach a successful conclusion. Much use is made

of credit insurance in Spain. In fact, the Consor-

tium's participation was not primarily targeted

at the insurance sector as such; however, the

sector benefited because complementing its

capacity enabled it not to exclude business sectors

or individual operators from guarantees for rea-

sons other than the high risk of debtor default.

In other words, the objective was that any restric-

tions on cover would be based solely on an analysis

of the risk, not on a lack of capacity.

How was this aid formulated in law, and how

was it actually put into practice?

The intervention

by the Consortium as

a reinsurer for all

types of credit

insurance, including

domestic, has been

occasioned by

the economic crisis

and only on a

temporary basis
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The Consortium's legal statutes stipulate and

permanently regulate a number of its functions,

but they also contain a precept which allows the

Consortium to provide cover of other types on the

basis of decisions adopted by a qualified majority

of its Administrative Board. Such cases are always

subject to the requirements that they must con-

form to the public interest and must accord with

market circumstances. This is an arrangement

for use in exceptional cases and one which gives

the Consortium a high degree of flexibility, but

the general principle is that of legitimacy, so

interventions made in this way must be temporary

or must culminate in an amendment to the law.

On this occasion, conformance with the public

interest was also endorsed by Royal Decree,

according to Law 3/2009 on Urgent Measures

Related to the Development of the Economic

Situation, which explicitly authorized us to accept

reinsurance in this branch subject to specified

conditions.

In practice, the arrangements were implemented

in accordance with a Reinsurance Agreement

entered into by the Consortium and UNESPA

(Spanish Union of Insurance and Reinsurance

Institutions), initially valid for a temporary period;

insurers operating in Spain were able to sign up

to this Agreement on a voluntary basis and with

one exception, all of them have done so.

What did this entail?

The Consortium's contribution was designed to

provide reinsurance in two ways: proportional

participation in quota share (the basic method of

reinsurance in this branch) with a minimum and

a maximum, and under the same terms as the

other reinsurers " i.e. entirely in line with market

conditions " and in addition, stop-loss protection

to guarantee a percentage of the aggregate excess

of claims ranging between 85% and 130% of

premiums. To ensure financial equilibrium for this

second arrangement, which is not a customary

method in the branch, clauses were incorporated

into the Agreement allowing the contributions

made by the Consortium during the validity period

of the Agreement to be recovered by it over time.

How did the specialist insurance sector welcome

the news that it could count on support and

capacity from the CCS?

Given that the support was requested by the sector

itself, of course, the reaction was good. The insu-

rers thanked the Ministry of Economy and Finance

with relief for this favorable arrangement because

" albeit subject to restrictions " it allowed the

sector to retain a very important part of its portfolio.

Once the Agreement was signed, numerous com-

panies gave it their immediate and full support.

All operators on the Spanish market signed up to

it except for one, perhaps because the firm in

question was already using umbrella reinsurance

programs from its parent company.

What estimate can be made of the cost of this

system for offering capacity to the insurance

industry? Have many losses been incurred?

The aim here was to contribute capacity on a

basis of neutral financing, without undesirable

interference in the reinsurance market. Obviously,

the Consortium's participation in quota share

treaties costs exactly the same as the rest of

capacity available on the market. As regards non-

proportional protection, the effect should be

neutral, i.e. its cost must also be similar in the

medium term. The Consortium's intervention

was more a matter of convenience than cost.

The real use of capacity under the terms of the

Agreement has not reached the envisaged maxi-

mum, and is currently running at a figure of

about EUR 80 million (net of premiums). I would
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The Consortium's

reinsurance capacity

was designed as a

proportional

participation in

quota share at

market conditions

and a stop-loss

between 85% and

130% of premiums
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not use the term "losses", since the Agreement

made provision for them to be recovered and

charged to current earnings over the next five

years. Only one firm that signed up to the Agree-

ment did not need to use the stop-loss cover in

2009.

We know which companies have made use of

the Agreement, but do we know the branches

where they used it?

Basically in all of them. I have already mentioned

that much use of credit insurance is made in

Spain, both for foreign transactions (between 80%

and 90% of our exports are sent to Europe) and

for domestic business. It has to be said that

construction cover was one of the areas where

most problems arose, but the fact is that all the

branches have benefited because they have been

able to cover more risks.

How long will the Reinsurance Agreement re-

main in force?

An initial maximum period of three years was sti-

pulated, after which it will be necessary to revise

the Agreement " either in order to terminate it, or

to amend its terms. But it seems that the return to

normal conditions has been faster than was forecast,

because all of the operators have already decided

not to participate in 2010, with one single exception.

So for the bulk of the market, the duration of the

measure has been cut down to one year. From now

on, once this support has been utilized and cover

has effectively been transferred, the Agreement

gives the Consortium a period of five years to stabilize

its joint result by participating in the technical

accounts of the companies in this branch.

So, credit insurance is recovering and companies

seem more ready to enter into contracts. How

The return to normal

conditions has been

faster than forecast,

as all operators have

already decided not

to participate in

2010, with one

 single exception
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has this development been influenced by the

Government's intervention through the CCS?

The crisis is not over yet. Restrictions on credit

insurance transactions in respect of conditions

as well as risk selection criteria have enabled

companies to stay in the black. Moreover, com-

panies are already considering the expediency of

a return to more permissive underwriting policies.

In short, this public intervention has made it

possible for restrictions and adjustments to be

governed by strictly technical criteria, while kee-

ping the portfolio of insureds above critical mass;

otherwise, there would have been no recovery,

or at least not such a speedy one.

How would you describe the current situation in

the credit branch in Spain?

An exhaustive analysis is not easy. Credit insu-

rance is essentially a product that originates

from this side of the Atlantic, from Europe, and

it has a particularly high level of penetration in

Spain; that is why we have the world's second

largest group of credit insurers here. The real

experts should be asked for their view of the

situation. Outside of our country, I believe that

the crisis has claimed victims among insurers,

and there have also been some exits from the

reinsurance markets. The Spanish market has

enjoyed good health. It is standing up well to the

pressure, but it was prepared for this: credit

insurance not only foresaw the crisis, but has

also been able to begin its recovery before other

sectors of the economy.

Notwithstanding all of this, and now that the

Consortium's intervention is practically at an

end, the companies still have much to do: we

are not even in the same situation as we were

before the crisis.
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The Insurance Compensation Consortium (CCS)

is a public corporate entity with its own legal

identity which acts as a service provider to the

Spanish insurance sector, into which it is fully

integrated. It dates back to 1941 when it was

constituted on a temporary basis to provide

compensation in response to problems that

originated during the Spanish Civil War of 1936.

The Consortium's functions have changed and

become more extensive over the years, as have

its Legal Statutes, which are subject to the same

legislation as is in force for private insurance.

The CCS has wide-ranging experience and is

highly specialized in the functions entrusted to

it, which include providing cover for extraordinary

risks such as natural risks and terrorist attacks.

covered by an insurance contract. It also carries

out underwriting for motor insurance when it is

impossible or impractical for the market to do

so, and it provides accident indemnity in cases

where the driver is unknown or is driving without

insurance. Its reinsurance activities complement

the agricultural insurance system and it plays

a similar part in credit insurance, as we have

seen. The CCS is also assigned the function of

liquidator for insurance companies which cease

to be viable.

The Insurance Compensation Consortium: function and mission

Credit insurance not

only foresaw the

crisis but has also

began its recovery

before other sectors

of the economy
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interview to Enrique

Clemente III
President and CEO MAPFRE Insular
The Philippines

Enrique Clemente III or EC3 as he is known to his colleagues has

been in the financial sector, more particularly the non-life insu-

rance industry, for more than three decades.

He was involved in all aspects of operations in general insurance

until he assumed the Presidency of MAPFRE Insular.

EC3 is the product of a Christian Brothers’ education and obtained

his degree in Business Administration from the De La Salle

University in Manila.

In the past decade, MAPFRE Insular has gained ground in the

Philippine setting and is now one of the top companies in the

Philippine insurance industry.

Manila Bay
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How would you outline the insurance Market

in the Philippines?

Licenses or Certificates of Authority (CA) of

regulated insurance entities expire every June

30 of each year. For the licensing period 2008-

2009, a total of 121 insurance companies were

granted licenses to transact business in the

country. These are composed of 3 composite

companies, 32 life companies, 85 non-life

companies and 1 reinsurance company. Also

issued dur ing the year ,  were l icen-

ses/accreditations of 49,781 insurance inter-

mediaries and other technical support enti-

ties. The licenses include 40,865 ordinary

agents, 233 general agents and 7,683 variable

agents and 113 brokers.

The total premiums generated by both life

and non-life insurers amount to about PHP

100 Billion annually with total life and non-

life premiums computed at about 1.05% and

0.95% of the GDP and GNP, respectively. The

combined assets of life and non-life sectors

amount to about PHP 500 Billion with the

bulk of investments in government securities.

The ratio of the insurance business in the

Philippine market is 60:40 for the life and

non-life sectors, respectively.

What are the most common insurance pro-

ducts sold in the Philippine Market?

Traditional insurance products continue to

account for a good portion of the life portfolio

but variable link products have been gaining

ground over the years. For the non-life sec-

tor, Property and Motor account for more

than 60% of the portfolio with profitable loss

ratios over the years. The official loss ratio

for underwriting year 2009, however, has not

yet been released.

For non-life, the bulk of the Motor business

is accounted for by private and commercial

vehicles with own damage, theft and acts of

nature coverages. Liability premiums, inclu-

ding compulsory liability, account for the

balance.

For Property, industrial and commercial en-

terprises account for a good portion of the

premiums with retail and residential business

accounting for the balance.

For the Casualty line, Personal Accident (PA)

and health would be the principal products

sold with micro PA products gaining ground

as these are sold through various interme-

diaries all over the country.

Pre-need products, like educational and me-

morial plans have experienced a decline over

the past couple of years but sales are again

slowly picking up. This sector, which was

directly supervised by the Securities and Ex-

change Commission, will now be under the

supervision of the Office of the Insurance

Commissioner.

“In this financial crisis, Asia has had
a major advantage”
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A new branch or product that could evolve in

the coming years is “Title” insurance which

was recently introduced in the Philippine

Congress. This insurance, which is required

in North America, is in connection with real

estate transactions.

Do you find any points in common with the

giant neighbor Japanese market? What are

the main surrounding markets where The

Philippines is more involved?

Similar to the Philippine insurance industry,

the Japanese market is deregulated. Deve-

loped and developing countries undertook

financial liberalization programs in the 1990s

to improve competitiveness and efficiency.

There was an easing of restrictions on both

domestic and foreign entry in Southeast Asia

in the second half of the 1990s. Deregulation

has led to the entry of new players (including

foreign companies) and mergers and acqui-

sitions.

Based on 2008 data, Japan's major lines of

business are Motor (59.5%) and Fire (15.9%).

These two lines are the Philippines' top major

lines as well. Fire contributed 32.65% and

Motor generated 31.69% of the non-life insu-

rance industry's gross premiums in 2008.

Motor and Fire are also the top major lines

in Thailand (60% Motor, 7% Fire) and Indone-

sia (29% Motor and 34% Fire).

Both markets are dominated by a few top

companies. In Japan, 85% of market is con-

trolled by 17 companies out of 51 players.

There is a plan for these 17 companies to

consolidate into three holding companies.

This situation may lead to an oligopoly in the

Japanese non-life insurance industry. On the

other hand, the Philippine market is domina-

ted by the top 20 out of 85 licensed non-life
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companies in 2009. They account for 80% of

the industry's total gross premiums written.

For Life, the top 5 account for about 80% of

the business.

In contrast with the Japanese market where

insurance penetration is about 2.2%, the

Philippines´ penetration average is much

lower when compared to Japan. Other Asian

countries have a penetration ranging from

0.6% (India) to a high of 2.9% (Taiwan). The

Philippines is similarly situated as other

Southeast Asian countries. Singapore, Malay-

sia, and Thailand register penetration rates

of about 1.1%, 1.6%, and 1.7% respectively.

The underdeveloped insurance industry in

most of Southeast countries may be attributed

primarily to low demand as a result of low

levels of income.

A favourable tax structure for the industry is

a key driver of insurance market development.

The Philippines is one of the most heavily

taxed markets where Fire policies are levied

a 27% tax and Motor policies a 25% tax. The

Philippine Life insurance industry has recently

successfully lobbied for the enactment of a

law to reduce taxes on life insurance policies.

This reduction is expected to increase affor-

dability and penetration of the life insurance

market.

The largest distribution channel in Japan is

the agency system which accounts for 93%

of the direct premiums written in the market.

This is in contrast to the Philippines where

close to 50% of the industry's total non-life

premium production is generated by insuran-

ce brokers.

Japan, Philippines and other Asian countries

also utilize other distribution channels such

as direct marketing (including internet sales)

and Bancassurance.

Southeast Asian non-life insurance indus-

tries such as the Philippines, Malaysia, In-

donesia, and Thailand are in varying stages

of implementing the Risk-Based Capital ade-

quacy framework. On the other hand, Japan

is observing the Solvency Margin criteria for

regulation.

In 1997, the Asian crisis in the insurance

markets was an issue; did it really finish or

has it overlapped with the present financial

crisis in the Western countries?

The 1997 Asian Financial crisis started in

Thailand with the financial collapse of the

Thai baht and caused a financial contagion

to other Asian countries. Indonesia, South

Korea, and Thailand were the worst-hit coun-

tries. By 2001, Thailand's economy had reco-

vered. The increasing tax revenues allowed

the country to balance its budget and repay

its debts to the IMF in 2003, four years ahead

of schedule. The Thai Baht continued to

appreciate to 33 Baht to the Dollar in Decem-

ber 2009.

The 1997 Asian financial crisis ended years

before the present financial crisis in Western

countries started. This rebound did not happen

spontaneously, but came about as a result of

steadfast policy implementation by the affected

countries and large-scale financial support

from the international community, especially

under IMF-supported programs for Indonesia,

Korea, and Thailand.

The present financial crisis in Western coun-
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A favourable tax

structure for the

industry is a key

driver of insurance

market development

Rice terraces in the mountains of the Philippines
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tries was triggered by the subprime mortgage

crisis in the US in late 2006. This sent

shockwaves throughout financial markets

around the world including Asia. Asia's export-

dependent economies suffered badly when

consumers and industries in the US and Euro-

pe cut down on their purchases. The financial

turmoil has exposed excessive risk-taking by

financial institutions. It has also highlighted

the need to improve the regulatory framework,

foster good corporate governance, and enhan-

ce the quality of our markets. Heightened

monitoring of financial and solvency positions

of insurance companies will increase confi-

dence in the sector as well as protect the

insuring public.

In this financial crisis, Asia has had a major

advantage. Most Asian banks steered clear

of the complex financial instruments that

caused some Western banks to collapse.

Asian governments and companies were in

relatively sound financial health, having re-

paired their finances only recently after the

Asian financial crisis of 1997-98.

Do you think that a Regional Hub for financial

services could be created in the Philippines,

in the same way as Singapore or Labuan?

A Regional Hub for Financial Services could

be created in the Philippines similar or as an

alternative to Singapore's and Labuan's. It

would take legislative action to do it. Creating

such a Financial Hub with tax breaks and

incentives would be nothing new to the coun-

try as the Philippine Government has done

this for EcoZones or Export Processing Zones.

Obtaining sponsorship from Congress would

not likewise be difficult since it has long been

recognized that such special zones and the

like are good for the country as they spur

economic growth, generate employment and

enhance the image of the country as a global

economic player. The question really is whe-

ther or not it would be necessary at this point

in time, taking into consideration the financial

climate and the proximity of other dominant

financial centers.

What is the level of penetration of insurance

of natural hazards in The Philippines? What

is the greatest “market loss” following a

catastrophic event? Does reinsurance play

a main role in natural hazards insurance in

The Philippines?

Industry Figures show that only about 11% of

the property risks written have been insured

against natural hazards. For Motor, there is

unfortunately no available data but an educa-

ted estimate would be about 10% to 20%.

The greatest market loss following a catas-

trophic event is the recent massive and wides-

pread flooding brought about by tropical storm

Ketsana (local name Ondoy).

The property losses adversely impacted on

the real estate value of properties in the

affected areas. Motor losses are further

aggravated by the inability of certain car dea-

lers to deliver spare parts for the repair of

the damaged vehicles, at times putting insu-

rance companies in a losing predicament of

declaring “total loss” claims. Insurance com-

panies have agreed to charge policyholders

0.5% for the Motor extension or to be able to

avail of the additional coverage for natural

perils or so-called "Acts of Nature." Because

of the Ketsana catastrophe, motor vehicle

owners now appreciate the importance of

securing this additional coverage extension.

The present financial

turmoil has

highlighted the need

to improve the

regulatory

framework, foster

good corporate

governance and

enhance the quality

of our markets

Mount Mayon volcano on the island of Luzon, Philippines
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Actual figures are not yet available but the

combined insured losses for Property and

Motor have been placed between PHP 12 to

15 Billion by the Philippine Insurers and Rein-

surers Association (PIRA) with Property losses

accounting for 90% thereof.

Reinsurance plays a major role in natural

hazards insurance in the country. Firstly,

local players have relatively low retention

capacities. On a risk-to-risk basis, the larger

accounts are generally the ones who require

cover for natural perils. If there is no reinsu-

rance capacity available, insurance could be

limited to co-insurance arrangements. Se-

condly, direct insurers have to be wary with

the risks aggregates they accumulate.

Without enough CAT protection, a prudent

company would have to go slow or be more

selective in accepting cover against natural

perils.

The images of Pinatubo volcano eruption in

1991 and lahars triggered afterwards are

still in our minds. Is it possible to remember

any lessons learned following that crisis?

What would be necessary to reduce loss of

lives, damage and economic loss regarding

natural perils in your country?

The Mount Pinatubo eruption was one of the

most devastating calamities the Philippines

had ever experienced, killing over 800 people

and destroying thousands of homes. The

effect was of a global magnitude as well be-

cause as scientists had revealed, the eruption

decreased the temperature worldwide over

the next few years.

What cannot be ignored is the fact that man

is really powerless to stop these acts of nature

and can only find ways of avoiding possible

loss of lives and properties. In the case of

Mt. Pinatubo, the ensuing rampage of lahar

flows triggered by rains and storms that came

even years after brought more devastation to

the people affected than the eruption itself

disrupting lives, taking lives or livelihood, and

costing millions of pesos of rehabilitation

efforts that seemed to drag on. It pays to have

a disaster-control and prevention plan that
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can only be made successful through the joint

efforts of the government, the local residents,

and socio-civic organizations. Regular cam-

paigns and information dissemination through

training and use of mass media need to be

done in order to make the people aware of

and appreciate the disaster preparedness

plan. This should include a disaster preven-

tion advocacy that can touch on a wide range

of areas from waste management, clean air

program, to improving livelihood and commu-

nity. In this way, there is a serious and cons-

cious effort to mitigate the impact of natural

calamities whenever they strike. While it took

a few years to pick up the pieces, Central

Luzon which was badly affected by Pinatubo

eventually rebounded and recovered well and

is now a very strong economic region.

Strong typhoons very frequently slam into

The Philippines, but they do not always cause

economical and insured losses even if hitting

populated areas. What do you think is if the

key factor for high insured losses following

natural events?

Serious economical and high insured losses

occur when a typhoon/weather disturbance

hits the main island of Luzon, more specifi-

cally Metro Manila, Central Luzon and

Southern Luzon where there is a big concen-

tration in terms of population and economic

activity. The bulk of insurance premiums come

from the island of Luzon and major insurance

risks are, therefore, situated on the Main

Island. In addition to this, the paths of the

more powerful typhoons normally veer to

Luzon, thereby causing major destruction.

The Philippine Archipelago, because of its

situation and topography, is threatened by

typhoons, earthquakes, floods and volcanic

eruptions, at least. How could you rate the

level of knowledge of the local scientific

community and authorities on the risk

management?

In a country such as the Philippines that

is prone to the mentioned natural hazards,

the local scientific community, borne out

of necessity, has developed a high level of

knowledge and awareness on Risk Mana-

gement.

At the forefront of Risk Management in the

country concerning natural hazards for the

local scientific community and authority are

the Philippine Atmospheric, Geophysical

and Astronomical Services Administration

(PAGASA), the Philippine Institute of Volca-

nology and Seismology (PHIVOLCS), and the

National Disaster Coordinating Council

(NDCC).

PAGASA is the government agency under the

Department of Science and Technology

(DOST) that does the weather forecasting,

flood forecasting, astronomical observations,

and time service. The agency follows the

international warning systems that provide

the necessary and timely information to the

public concerning atmospheric disturbances

that can affect the country. Aside from pro-

actively interacting with the media in infor-

mation dissemination, it maintains a web-

site accessible to the public from where

real time or up-to-date information can be

obtained as data are gathered and analyzed

by its team of weather specialists and

hydrologists. One of its programs to improve

risk awareness, preparedness and mitiga-

tion is Hazard Mapping and Vulnerability

Analysis. From information and observatio-

nal data gathered on meteorological and

hydrological hazards in terms of nature,

frequency and magnitude, and then relating

them to human settlement and its built

environment (assets), the agency presents

its analyses in the form of hydrometeoro-

logical maps that show the places and fre-

quency of occurrences of hydrometeorolo-

gical hazards such as tropical cyclones,

flooding, storm surge, extreme wind and

extreme rainfall and their impact to lives

and properties. These studies and maps

are used in the development and implemen-

tation of risk control, disaster preparedness

and mitigation plans and programs by the

g o v e r n m e n t  a g e n c i e s  a n d  n o n -

governmental organizations (NGO).

PHIVOLCS, on the other hand, is the service

institute of the DOST, which is principally

mandated to mitigate disasters that may

arise from volcanic eruptions, earthquakes,

Typhoon over the Pacific Ocean
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Why was the flood event last September 2009

following tropical storm Ketsana especially

catastrophic?

Last September 2009, tropical storm Ketsana

passed through the Luzon Island and brought

about the heaviest recorded rainfall to Metro

Manila and Calabarzon region despite its only

moderate winds. Rains that lasted around 9

hours caused severe flooding which forced

President Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo to declare

a "state of calamity" in most of Luzon, with

80% of the Metropolis submerged in flood-

waters. According to the weather bureau,

Ketsana dumped in those hours, a total of

410.6 millimeters (16 inches) of rain, which

was greater than the average monthly rainfall

usually experienced by the country and much

more than “Katrina”. Flood water levels

reached a record of 20 feet high in rural areas.

The flooding was further aggravated by the

release of waters from some of Luzon's dams

and overflowing of rivers. Power lines were

cut and not completely restored until the

places were free of floodwater. With the ons-

laught of Ketsana, the government reported

at least 500 deaths and more than 300,000

people displaced. Industrial, commercial,

residential, and agricultural losses were

substantial, especially as the waters rose

quickly and most of the areas affected

remained submerged for a period of 2 days

to even months. The flooding affected all

socio-economic classes of society.

How did MAPFRE Insular help coordinate

the relief efforts, both on a corporate level,

tsunami and other related geotectonic phe-

nomena. It is the agency responsible for the

development and dissemination of information

of such natural hazards. It therefore handles

earthquake and volcano monitoring and ma-

pping, active faults mapping, ground defor-

mation studies, and developing and imple-

menting the necessary warning and alert

systems.

The NDCC is the government's top and overall

coordinator of the country's disaster prepa-

redness programs, disaster operation and

rehabilitation efforts undertaken by the go-

vernment and private sector. It is headed by

the Secretary of National Defense and assis-

ted by the heads (Secretaries) of 18 other

government agencies or departments which

include that of the Armed Forces of the Phi-

lippines, Office of the Civil Defense, and that

of the Philippine National Red Cross. It ope-

rates through its member agencies and

through its local networks from its regional

down to its local (barangay) coordinating

councils.

As proof of the country's awareness in risk

management on natural hazards, an act was

recently passed in Congress known as The

Philippine Disaster Risk Reduction and Ma-

nagement Act of 2010. Said act defines the

roles of specified branches of government

tasked to respond in times of disaster and

institutionalizes the national disaster risk

reduction and management plan and the

appropriate funding thereof.

http://www.dost.gov.ph/

http://www.pagasa.dost.gov.ph/

http://www.phivolcs.dost.gov.ph/

http://www.ndcc.gov.ph/

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Typhoon_Ketsana
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liaising between FUNDACION MAPFRE and

the local NGO's, and also on a more personal

level, what was the involvement of the em-

ployees.

MAPFRE Insular was very pleased and gra-

teful with the generous assistance given by

Fundación MAPFRE which enabled us to

provide relief goods to people affected by

typhoons Ketsana of September 2009 and

Parma in October that year. Upon learning

of this donation, we started coordinating

with NASSA-Caritas Philippines Foundation

through the Sisters of St. Paul, for the im-

mediate preparation of the relief goods.

NASSA-Caritas is a local Catholic organiza-

tion offering social services to the margina-

lized. The funds from the Fundación were

gradually released to NASSA-Caritas to be

able to purchase “family kits” containing

basic food and personal items which were

then packed in thousands of sacks that bore

the name of Fundación MAPFRE. MAPFRE

Insular helped select the goods to be inclu-

ded in the sacks.

More than a hundred MAPFRE Insular emplo-

yees and agents volunteered to help Caritas

in the packing of goods which took weeks to

do, and personally distribute them to the

8,500 families in the affected areas of Calam-

ba, Muntinlupa, Benguet, La Union and Pan-

gasinan.

The Filipino values of “pagtulong” and

“damayan” (giving help and empathizing) be-

came much evident in the willingness of em-

ployee-volunteers to be a part of the relief

efforts. Their working under uncomfortable

physical conditions in order to prepare and

deliver the goods on more than one occasion

was just an indication of their compassion

for the victims.

As for the MAPFRE Insular employees who

were victims themselves, it was heartwarming

to see how their co-employees initiated the

raising and pooling of funds from their own

pockets and across the organization in order

to buy relief goods for the victims and give

some cash to tide them over.

The calamity brought people together and

gave us the chance to extend our hand in the

best way we could to those in need.

After this experience, how do you think, from

a corporate point of view, that Contingency

Plans could be enhanced when catastrophic

events take place to assist employees,

clients and population in general?

MAPFRE Insular will continue with its com-

mitment of helping would-be employee-

victims by extending assistance in various

forms. Information campaign through our

intra-office network, newsletter, and emplo-

yee forums will also timely feature relevant

topics or programs that would touch on di-

saster-prevention or coping with disasters.

A similar information campaign using avai-

lable media (company website, flyers, news-

papers and client newsletter) will be advo-

cated, up to the extent of educating them on

how to preserve property (residences, esta-

blishments, motor vehicles) especially

should they be affected by catastrophes.

Likewise, we will ensure that the claims

servicing team would be beefed up in times

of anticipated large volume of claims during

calamities.

Finally, as part of MAPFRE Insular's corporate

social responsibility, we will continue to do

our share in helping uplift the quality of life

by partnering with agencies (as how we did

it with NASSA-Caritas) in community assis-

tance-activities.
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COURSES ORGANISED BY MAPFRE RE

agenda

18th - 19th October Caracas, Venezuela

21st - 22th October Bogotá, Colombia

27th  - 28th October Mexico D.F., Mexico

18th - 19th October Bahrain

2nd - 4th November Czech Republic

Contingency Plans

Contingency Plans

Contingency Plans

Machinery Breakdown

Risks inspection

Course Date Venue
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Paseo de Recoletos, 25
28004 - Madrid
Spain

www.mapfrere.com
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